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ABSTRACT
In this set of five bookleis on measuring,

inteimediate grade .students learn how to use a stopwatch, choose the
right tool to measure distance, ude a trundle wheel, make a scale

drawing, and find the speed of things. The major emphasis in all
Unified, Sciences,and Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES) units

is on open-ended; long-range investigations of real problems. In most
instances students learn through observing results of their own and
their classmates' experiments. However, students may'recognfze the
need for certain facts and/or skills during their investigations.
Although some children prefer to work things out for t emselves,
Others may ask for help.' USMES "How To Sets" are desig ed to provide
such assistance. Each booklet in a set contains sever examples of

children using a skill being taught, each eXample empjiasiz,Lng a

different aspect of the skill or a potential pitfall The first page

tells why or when a student may neeethe skill covered in`the booklet
and includes a table of contents. There is no sequence to the sets

(or booklet within sets) and they should not be used out of the
context of childrens' open in'vestigation of a pfictical problem.
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WHAT IS USMES?

USMES challenges students to solve real

problems within their school and.community.
Students tackle problems like a busy or un-

tsfe intersection fiear their school, class-
roOm fdrniture that doesn't fit them, or
playgrounds that are crowded or uninterest-

ing. These problems nave Immediate and

.practical impacton-students. They have

no.established, correct solutions-Lstudents

'take, or recommend action based upon whatever

data they collect and analyze.. Furthermore,
the students themselves, not the teacher,

,diregt the problem-solving.process.

Solving real problems is interdisciplin-'

ary: skills, processes, and tcepts from

science, mathematics,'social science, and

language arts ala play a part. For example,

students tonduct opinion sittveys, build
measuring ddvices, write Vetters, and make

and use graphs. They also make decisions,

work productively in small groups, and

develop and_clarify values.
a

The psmEs curriculum is organized into
twenty-six problems, or units, that have
Geen developed in, the classroom by teachers
and students in a wide variety of schOols.

Most uitits can be used in grades al-

though the level at which students approach
a problem and develop a solution will vary

according to age, ability, and interest.

RESOURCEs FOR

AN MIES PROGRAM

In additiom to the USMES "How To"

Seriess there are-- ,

The USMES Guide: This book describes

the USMES projectreal problem solving,
classroom strategies, the Design Lab,
the.units, and the support eaterials'as

Oell as ways that USMES helps students

learn basic skills, A section in the
guide correlates the twentyz-six USMES

units with topics in Science., Mathe-
matics, Social Science,%Language
Career Education, and Consumer Education.

Teacher Resource Bcaoks (one per unit):
Each'of these guides to using USMES
units describes a broad problem, ex-
plains how students might narrow that
problem to meet their particular needs,
recommeRds classroom strategies, and
presents logs from teachers whose
classes have worked on the unit.

Design Lab Manual: This guide helps
teachers and administrators set up, run,

and use a Design 111--a place with tools
and materials where students can build
things they need for their work on USMES

unit5. A D,esign Lab may bee corner of
a classroom, a portable cart, or a

separate room.

Bacloround Papers: These papers provide
teachers with information and hints that
do nok appear in the student materials.
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THE USMES INTERMEDIATE HOW TO SERIES

USMES and:Skills
,4

USMES students often sge 4 need to learn
new skill's to help them get a problem,
solving job done. Students seeking tu im-
prove a street crossing may want to learn
how to use a stopwatch or how to make a
trundle wheel. ..-L4dents comparing differ-

ent brgnds of paper towels may.want to
leArd how to design an experiment and how
tp make a bar graph.. The list can go on
and on, but the patterg is clear; solving
a real problem requires skills.

A

Purpose of 'How To' Series

Materials that help students learn
skills.like designing an opinion survey and
chdosing the appropriate measuring toot sre
no4 readily available for intermediate grade
students. The USMES Intermediate "How To"
Series fills this gap. Its magazine-style
format helps students acquire the skills
and knowledge they, need to do things like
redesign their clAsroom, find the best buy
ih potato chips, or run a school store.

I.

How to Use the 'How,To' Series

'Wait for a need. When. a student asks
for help, refer him or her to the appropri-
ate booklet. jlaving a student read a book-
lei before there is a need.to do so will not
only resule in less effective learning but.
will defeat the USMES purpose of allowing
students to decide what needs to be done.

When, necessary, use the "How To" Selies
as a teaching aid. Most of the time stu- ,

dents will be able to go through a booklet
by themselves and learn the skills they
need to iearn. ,However, some material in
some sets is difficult and somewhat abstract.
When the booklet by ithelf is rgst doing.the,
job, feel free to step 4.ti and glp the stu-
dent go through it.

Knowing how the contents of the booklets
are organized may help in using the series
effective4.

The 6rht page tells why or when a

student may need the skill covered
in the booklet, and includes a
table of contents.

"Each booklet containp severgl ex-
amples or stories about students
using tbe skill,or process being
taught. Eadb example emphasizes
a different aspect of the skill or
a potential pitfall.

When information in other booklets
may help the sitdent, the titles
of the bookletlare included in
the text.

The last pages of eaah booklet con-
s tain a summary of the points coy-

_

ere-ain--the-booklet.

OMER USMES HOW TO SERIES
Beginning "Httlw To" Series: This

cartoon-style series covers in.less'detail
much of the same material as the Interme-

diate Series. Itp cartoon-style format
helps younger children and ttiose with read-,
ing,difficulties acquire the skills needed

to worA on a real p4oblem.
... .

Design Lab "How-Te Series: These.

Lti,

illustrated cards help children learn how
o use tools safely and effdctively.

I

-"How To" Cards: This series is printed

on colored card stock rather than papa%
They contain fewer words than the Interme-
diate "How To" Series and utilize the Amer-
ican system of units (ft./lb./sec.) rather
than the metric system. The Collecting

Data set, however, is not available in the
"How To" Cards.
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INTERMEDIATE NOW TO SERIF4

COLLECTiNG DIITA

Collect Good Datit

Round Off.Data,
Record Data
Do an Experiment
,Make an Opinian Survey

Choose.a Sample

GRAPHING

Choose Which Grapti to Make

Make a Bar Graph ' '41.

Make a Histogram'
Make.a Line Graph
Make a Conversion Graph
Use Graphs to Compare Two Sets of Data

MEASURING

Use a Stopwatch
Choose the Right Tool'to Measure Distance

Use a,Trundle Wheel
Make a Scale Drawing
Find'Olq Speed of Things

cSIMPLIFYING DATA

Tell What Your Data Show

Find the Median
Find the.Mean
Find the Mode
Find Different Kinds of Ranges

Use Key Numbers to Compare Two,Sets of Data

\

conceived and Written by:
Sally Agro, Betty M. Beck, Ray L. Brady Jr., dean Keskulla, Phyllis Klein,

Production:
Paula Lakeberg, John Saalfeld



WOW TO"

llSIE A STOPWATCH

Maybe you need to time somethiv. You may need,to time a race. You may need to find out

hoy,long it takes peogle t6 cross a street. qr you may need to keep tiTe during a game.

.1

.4ou Ln use a stopwatch to toime things. It is easier to use than a wrist watch. You can

start it and stop it. It is also easier tO read.
1

You can be more exact when you use a stopwatch. A stopwatch measures minutes, seconds,

and fractions of seconds.
'

It helps to know a few things about stopwatches. They are different from wrist watches.

/*side, you will find out about stopwatches--how to make them Work...how to read them...
how to usd them for different thidgs...how to get the best results from them.

)

7

WHAT'S INSIDE. ' ,

.s

..PAGE

THREE KINDS OF STOPWATCHES
USING A STOPWAT1H

.
,

READING A STOPW TCH.piWITH A 60-SECOND DIAL
READING A STOPWATCH WITH A 30-SECOND DIAL
WHEN TO USE A -STOPWATCH /0

'HOW TO DECIDE WHEN TO START THE STOPWATCH AND WHEN TeSTOP IT

HOW CLOSE CAN YOU MEASURE? . ..

-4

2

3

4

6

7

9

10

IT WILL HELP YOU TO HAVE A STOPWATCH 'YOUR HAIV4 WHILE YOU READ THIS,BOOKLET.

1977 by Education Development Center,;nc. All rights reserved
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HERE ARE THREE KINDS ,OF STOPWATCH.
a

4
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Maybe your stopWatch is no-c like any of these. Then look for instructions that

come with the stopwatch. If you cannot find any instructions, try to.figure it

mit yourserf, or ask your teacher to help.

a.

f.
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USING A STOPWAI H `4"...

When you use a stopwaeChi follow these Eive st

1. MAKE SURE YOUR STOPWATCH IS WOUND.

11

If you'atopwai:ch is noi wourid it will

not rue Here's how eb see if At's wound.

'Turn the button at the top like this. If

it ddes.not turn easil don:t forcie,it.

It is already-wound. 4f it turns dasily,

keep turning. This 4 11 tand itl

2..'RESET 'YOUR STOPWATCH.
4

Are the hands on your stopwatch pointing

stVaigtit up? If so, you are ready for

's.teY) 3. If not, push the reset button.
This bilVton makes the hands jump back

to 0. 41

Maybe,your stopwatch does not have a

reset button on the side. Then you must

pustrthe hig button at the top. (See

drawing B on Pdge 2.)

3. START XOUOSTOPWATCH.
. . ( //

/ ,

Push the blitton on top of the stopwatch..

You should hear a click and tbe hand

should start moving:

\,,

- ,

.4.. STO? YOUR STOpWATCH.'
1 i

.
. .

When.you want tofstop the-stopwatch,
pushtthe top biktton again. You should

hear a click and the watch will stop.

3

5.,-READ YOUR STOPWATCH.'
0

_

The-hand on the large dial shows how

many shconds have passed'. The next

.two pages tell you how to read your

stopwatch.



READING A STOPWATCH WITH A 60-SECOND:DIAL
;

O . -

,READING SECONDS
'

A 60-secbnd dial has1 a-f-Of marks. Not

alk of the marks.on the dial Are numbered.
The darker,marks4bn the dial stand for ,
seconds:- TO read how many seconds have *--)

pasted, look.at where the second hand is

pointing.
I. .

Here are Ewa examples.
./

8 DIA\
3 SECONDS

4

a

READING MINUTES 1

. ,J0..r
You may be timing something that takes

. longer than460 selconds...If so,.ion'need
to use the smalrdial.dn your stopwatch.

..

Eachmalfon this dial 'stands fdrOa minute.

r

I .

RVIADING MINUTES AND SECONDS - .

s . ,.
a

You.wIll probably pi(ed ,to read 'both minutes and seconds. Her are two examples.

41411141/N fiSixoNDS I

Maybe your stopWatch does not have a minute hand. Then you must keep tradk of minutes

yourself. You can keep a tally on Itpiece of paper. Each time the second hand passes

60 seconds, make a tally 'mark.

MINUTES %SECONDS

t
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RADING F.RACTIONS OF SECONDS

Your stopwatch has small marks beNeen the
seconds. These marks stand for fractions "
of seconds. Each small,mark on this stop-
watch shows 1/5 second. These smill marks'

brdlp you measure time in a more exact way.

Here are two,examples.

26 SECONDS
V.

You can slat use decimals to show fractions of seconds. . For example, 7 1/5 seconds is

the same as 7 2/10 seconds and can be wrttten as 7.2.seconds.

010UNDING OFF AS YOU READ

You won't always need to measure fraCtions of seconds.
Are you measuring something that takes a long time? Does it take 30 secords, or one

minute, or several minutes?
If so, don't measure fractions of seco#ds. Round off your measurement) o the nearest

second. Read "Hovi To" Round Off Dgfa.

Here are two examples.

6 .

#*

ROUND 06TO ROUNb OFF TO
I MINUTE 3 MIN.UTE5

44 SECONDS 59 SECONDS -

A

41
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READING A STOPWATCH WITH A 307SECOND DIIt

"On some stopwatches, once around is 30 secOnds insteaci of 60 secopds. Here's how to
,

read this kind of stopwatch.

111 /

READING SECONDS AND FRACTIONS OF SECONDS

.0n a 30-second dial, there arevmore small
marks between each second. Each small mark

stands for 1/10 second. Toread this kind
of stopwatch, look at where the second hand

is.. This stopwatch shows 4 4110 seconds or

4.4 seconds.

You may want to round off 'your measurement

to the nearest second. The time on this

stopwatch would be 4 seconds.

RE4DING MINUTES AND RAF-MINUTES .

Maybe you are timing something that tlkes

longer tHan 30 seconds. Then you need to

look at the small dial on your stopWatch.
This dial bas marks for minutes and half-

-minutes. A half-minute is 30 seconds.

This stopwatch shows 1 minute, 30 secodds.

.1

When you read the stopwatch, read the small dial. %Then read the big dial. Then add.

Here's an examplee.

v'

A AA
-SMALL DIAL : 1 MiNuTE 30 SECONDS

BIG : 6 SECONDS

TOTAL TIME : 1,MINUTE 36 SECOND5
.

40-0,



WHEN TO USE

You can use
are some of

A STOPWATCH

a stopwatch in
the ways.

/ (.
many ways. Here

YOU CAN USE A STOPWATCH TO MEASURE HOW LONG IT TAKES SOMETHING TO HAPPEN.

You may want to find out how long it takeg'
people to cross a street. Have people walk
across one at a time while you time'them
with a stopwatch. Start the stopwatch when
the person begins to cross. Stop it when

. he reaches the,other side. Then read the
time it took.

Maybe you need to findout how long"it takes
someone to find the library or_walk the

nature trail or go through the lunch line.
You can use a stopwatch to time any, of these
,

things and many more.

,

YOU CAN USE A STOPWATCH TO TELL WHEN A CERTAIN AMOUNT dF TIME IS UP.

Suppose you want to give some.students a
3-mipute test. A stopwatch will make it
easy to tell when 3 minutes have:passed..

. A

Suppose your class is p laying basketball.
And suppose you want each game to have 10
minutes of playing time. You can use a°
stopwatch to keep time. But you do* want
to count the time duririg time-outs o; rest
,periods: Wilen a time-but is called, you can
stop the stopwatch. But don't reset it to
zero. Then when the timi-out is over, start
the stopwatch again. This way the stopwatch
will be running only when the game is gOing

. on. '

".

I

a

7

". 1 f)
.1. a.,

I/

1
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YOU CAN USE A-STOPWATCH TO TIME THINGS THAT ARE RAVENING

You may need to tirile things that are

haPpenIngione after another"with
'rour stopwatch. Then you.will need to
read your stopwatch while.itsis running.

There may $e a strett that many,children
cross on their way ,o schodl.' Suppose you
want to find out.hoW much time qere is -

betWeen cars,on this street. Td'do this,

you can use a stopwatch.

. Start the stopwatch when the first car passes.
As the second car passeg, look at the time on
the stopwatch. Write it down. But don't stop
.,the stopwatch. You must rdad it while it is
' running. Read and write down 'thek4time when

each car passes.

Your data might look like this.

ONE AFTER ANOTHER.

Car -Times at
Chestnut Sts.

ist car
24 Car
3 r4 car

5th car
6th car

MapLe and

Tues. 10:50 Pm

TIME (seconclli1
O(start)

12 .

1.9

3 2

3 q

To find the time between cars, you subtract. Here's how you would find the time between

the 3rd and 4th car.

th car seconcls

3 "I car 12 seconds

rime between 31%1 and Whams: 7 seconds

-At first you Ny find it hard to read the stopwatch while it is running. But you can

practice and get better. You can also get help from other students. Three students can

time'cars a lot easier than one. Have one'student shout or wave when a car )?asses.

Aile you read the time aloud from the stopwatch, another student can record the time

on a piece of paper.

1 3
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HOW TO DECIDE WHEN TO START THE STOPWATCH AND WHEN TO STOP.IT

You may want to time different people doing the same thing. You maY need to time students

crossing the street or going through the lunch line or finding their way to the library.

You will peed to time each person the same way.

1. START TIMING THE SAME WAY FOR EACH MEASUREMENT.

Suppose y9ilvwant to time,people crossing the

street. You will need to decide when to start

the stopwatch. You might start it when a

person's foot leaves the curb. Start timing

the next person the same way. Do it the same

way each time.

A5 You may need to meastire how long it takes

studentS to go through the lunch line. Before

you begin timing anyone, you need ;to decide

when you will start the stopwatch.' You will
probably want to start the stopwatch when the

person joins the. endof the lunch line.

Whatever you decide, do it the same way each

ttme.

2. STOP TIMING THE SAME WAY EACH TIME.

If you are timing people crossing the street,
you will also need to decide when to stop the

stopwatch. You might stop it when.the person's

foot touches the curb on the other side of the

street. Or when both feet are on the sideWalk.

Again, once you decide, do it the same way for

each person.

If you are timing students going through the

lunch line, you may waneto stop the stop-
watch just afer the person leaves the cashier.

Or just after Ole person picks up his last

food item. Beore you time anyone, decide

when you will 4op the.stopwatch.

If you want to know more about how to measure the same way aach time, 'read "How To"

Collect'Oood Data.
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HOW CLOSE CAN YOU MEASURg?,
e

0+ ,/

ONE KIND OR ERROR:' YOUR STOPWATCH IS NOT EXACT
0

A

No
)

in

time.

This

it

\r-
,

rument is exact. clhen yo stopwatch shows a time, it does not mean exactly that

It means ABOUT that,time. It could be a Ale less. It could be a little more.

error'happens.even if your stopwatch is w. ang right. The error isn't much, but

akes your measurement less. accurate. v.
. , I

,

/0.

ANOTHER KIND OF 'gRROR: THE WAY)1YOU MEASURE IS LOT EXACT

Suppose you are timing Jane, running a race. You v,Juld_try'to stop the stopwatch exactly

when her foot crosses .,the finish line. gut it takez time to press the button. The%
little_extra time will make 5ioUr measurement less ac,uratp. You may have this kind of

error when you start the stOpwatch,.too. You might even press the button too soon when

(--1, you stop or start the stopwatgh.

WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT ERRORS

You cannot avoid these'kinds of errors. But there are things you can do to help make
a

up for these errors. A

1. ROUND OFF YOUR MEASUREMENTS AS YOU. TAKE THEM.

Often your errors will be almost as. much as 1 second.

Cindy as she crosses the street. YOu try to stop the
her foot touches the curb on the otber side. But,you

a second too long. Or you may have pushed fhe_button

You can't tell how much your error is. No

matter how much, you try, you can't get your

measurement exact. .

stScITL:;:hycl:rtTyt=g
may have waited 115 of
too goon.

You can round off your measurements to the
nearest second. Most of the,time your measure-
menti will be,close enough, Read "How To"

Round Off Data.
*,

Sometimes it is better not to round off. Here is an example. Suppose you are

timing studentszunning a short dash. Suppose most of their times are 3 or 4

seconds. Those times are very short. It would be better not to round off your

data. The times would not be accurate enough if you did.

r' 4 4
2. MAKE SEVERArMEASEREMENTS AND TAKE THEIR MEDIAN.

Sometimes,it is easy to make several measurements. Suppose you are timing a'

WALK light at a street crossing. The WALK light is always on for the Same

amount of time.- You can time it dgain and again.



Sometimes it is not so easy to make several

measurements. Suppose you are timing John as he

. crosses the street. You may not be able to're-

peat the measurement. That's hecause John won't

always cross the street in the same amount of

time. So how can you get several measurements?

You can h e a few people timing John all at once.

Of cours , you 1441 need a few itoptiatches.

Suppose you have three different measurements of
the time John takes to cross the stfeet. You can't

tell which one is the best. But you can take the

median of the three measurements. "How To" Find

the Median will tell you more about this.

3. TRY NOT TO MAKE YOUR TIMES TOO SMALt.

You can be more exact with longer times than with

Shorter times. Suppcee you are timing cars. Let's

say you want to measure how long it t/kes a car to

go 50 meters. Let's say a car takes about 4 seconds.,.

This time is very short. Errors will matter a lot.

What can you do? You can make the time bigger.

Instead of timing cars for 50 meters, time them

for 100 meters. Then the times will be about 8

seconds. The errors will not matter so much.

4. SHOW HOW YOU GOT YOUR MEASUREMEgT.

People will want to know how exact your measure-

ments are. The best way to tell them is to say

what you did. Write down all about how you

measured and what you did withlyour data. Then 4,

peopie can see for themselves how exact your

measurements are.

4

Mar.5
WALK Light at
MItine end Hampshire

10 Seconds

10 seconds
Seconcl

411==..Mm
taar.6

Time To Cross Maine St.
j'Stu'elayt lime i n %cons:is'

Zilre Laa's Ed's

MEDIARTIME

.77 IP', 7 -7 /
6-

o.t.to 1

Report of Tanks Greup

We messured how lonj it

to* childrertto 9et
-}hcou311 the lu noh line.,

1,Je 'fielect every ;fifth
penort. tile rounded off

.7 our measoremeats to
4he ueerest second.
Here are our meesoresto

.Z'oe 32 .,400Nds

11 -



"NOW T9"

CHOOSE THE RIGilT TOOL TO MEASURE DISTANCE

DO YOU NEEb TO FIND OUT HOW LONG OR,HOW fALL SOMETHING.IS?

Mayb you want to know how long your gerbil is or how tall' your plant is.
May e youJObnt to know how long your classroom is or how long and wide your

desks and tables Are. Maybe you want to know someone'slimist size or how

long your nature a or bicycle path is.

,

To find out how long or how tall these things are, you will need to measure

a DISTANCE. The.distance is how long soMething is.

WHICH TOOL SHOULD YOU USE FOR YOUR MEASUREMEN

There ar.,e many tools that you can use:eo me re a distance. Whiclitool you

use depends on how short ox how long the dis nce is. It depends oh'ighether

the distance is.along a straight path or along a curved.path. It depends on

what you want to find out an4 how tilse you need to measure.
04,

This booklet will Help you toidecide ool is the best to use for your

measurements..

AAT'S INSIDE
SHORT AND'SfRA:A
MEDIUM AND STRAIGHT
ACROSS THE'8TRtET--A SPECIAL .CASE

LONG AND T*IGHT
SHORT AND CURVED
LONG-AND CURVED
WHAT TO USE TO MEASURE YOUR DISTANCE

PA'aN
2

2

3

.5
7

8

4
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SHORT AND STRAIGHT

Suppose you want to measure a distOce

that is hortaand is along a straight

line. PeW1aptyou want to know how tall

your plant is or how long your gerbil is.

What t shbuld you Use to find out?

You should use A tool that is about the

size of your plant Or your gerbil. A

r4ler is about the Aame length or.a
little loAger than a-plant or a gerbil.

A ruler is a good tool to use to measure

those things.
410

When you measure your plant or your gerbil,

you can measure to the nearest centimeter.

You can also measure to the nearest milli-

meter. You can decide how acturate you

have to be.,

if yeti tried to use a meter stick

or a tape measure to measure your
pl6t or your gerbil, You would
find that they are both awkward
and hard to use-for,such short

distances. They are too long

to Ifse to:measure short dis-

tances.. But if you don't have

a shorter ruler, then you !can

use a meter,stick.

a

4:Zti
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MEDIUM AND STRAIGHT

Perhaps you want to measure something a
little larger ehan a plant. Maybe you

want to measur the length and the width

of a desk or a table. Perhaps you want

to measure the heights of people in your

clabs or your school.

OIN



Yosa should tist a measuring tool that is
about the size of those phings. You'

should use a meter stiok or ja two-meter
stick. (A.two-meter stick is just like
a meter stick, only it is two tlieters

long.) You could also use a short
metal tape measure to find the length.
and the width of the desk or the
table.

A ruler is too short to measure these
things. You have to move it too many
times. That makes your measurement
less accurate. You could slip when
moying the ruler. You could miscount
the number or lengths; too. Usidg a
meter stick or a metal tape measure
prevents these errors and makes,your
measurement more accurate.

,When you use the meter stick or the
short metal tape Masui'e, you can
measure to the nearest millimeter. .

You can also measure to the nearest
centimeter. You have to decide how
accurate you need to be..

ACROSS THE,STREET--A SPECIAL CASE

Usually when you measure's distance, you
pick a tool that is about as long as the
distance you want to measure-. A street

is about 10 meters wide. To measure
the width of a street, you could use
a metal tape measure. That would be

the most accurate'tool to use.

3
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-When you measure across a street, though,

0
you have to t nk of other things. There

may be a lot traffic. Cars might run

over your tap measure and bend it or

break ib. You will have to be in'the

-,ptreet laying the tape theasure out.
Stretching it across the street could be

dangerous. .

.. .

A trundle wheel might be a better tool o

use. It is not as accurate,.but it is
quick and easy to use.' You can measure
the width of the street in theiime it
takes you to cross it. ,

How accurate are",the trundle wheel and

the tape measure for measuring across

a street?

It
SEE lio/ TCiOu L
USE A TRIMDLE WHEEL

. \
/-

With a tape measure you would probably round off to the nearest centimeter.
.

Then your measurement woufd be off by at most 0.5 cm. If the street is'8 m

wide, then your error is 0.5 cm in 8 m. That's a percentage error of

0.5 cry.% X P00% X100% 0,0670
6'00 C.ril

8111

which it very small. You would probably make a larger error than that because

of the unevenness of the curbs and by moving the tape measure slightly.

With a trundle wheal youtcan measure to the nearest 5 cm. Then your measurement,

could by off by 2.5 cm. .If the street is 8 m wide, then Your error ib 2.5 cm

in 8 m. That's a percentage error of

2.5cm
x 10010 = ------- x 100 0. 3 70

800 cm
which is still very small. Yoil would probably.make a larger error than that

While you were rolling the trundle wheel.
-/

But these errors are.jusi the errors in the measuringtool itself. They

describe the accuracy of that particular tool. You also make human errors when

you use each of the tools. You might move the tapreasure slightly and that

will make your measurement less_accurate.

1
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With the trundle wheel there are more'chances to make

a mistake than With a tape measure.4 You might mils .

counting one of'the turns, You might roll it in a
crooked line, or'you might not roll it straight,scross

'the street. If Might slip some as you-roll it. All.

of,these things wOuld make your measurement less

accurate. Your measurement might be off by 1 meter

out of 8 meters. That's apercentage error of

8m °

which i a large error.

5

If you are caleful when you use a trundle'wheel, most of these errors can be
kept small, perhaps to 10 or 20 cm. That's a percentage error of

8 yy, . Boocm slc).00 =
which is not too large..

This means ,that you can use a trundle wheel to measure across a street if you

use it carefully. You should use a tape measure if'yotu want to be very accurate.

But if you need to make the measurement quickly, then the trundle wheel,is what
, .

you should use. ,

LONG AND STRAIGHT

iri
Suppose you want to measure our class-
room, the hallways in the s hool, the
playground, the gymnasium, or the cafe-

teria. Perhaps you want.to make a scale
drawing ofthe cafeteria to try differ- -
ent arrangements of the tables and
serving counter.

I.

j
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4ll these distances are much longer than two meters. You should.use a measuring

tool that is as close to the size of the length you want to measure as possible.

You should use a long metal tape measure. Yolf may still have to pove'it one or
.

two times, but iriis your best choice.

4

If you didn't have a tape measure, you

could use a meter stick: But you

wouldslave to move it many.times.
There wouldbe manSr chances pf making

a mistake. You ciltuld make-an error

each time you moved it. You.could

miscount the number of tithes you moved

the meter stiek. Your measurement

would be less accurate than the one
you would get *using d tape measures

11,,

You could also use a trundle wheel to measure

a hallway, the playground, the gymilasium, or

the cafeterias It wotird be less accurate

than a tape measure, but it would-be good

enough for your purposes. There.are more

chances of making a mAstake with a trundle'

wheel than with a tape measure. You might

miscount the number of turns. , not

measure in a straight line ot. the ndle

wheel might slip.
.

If you are measuring outside, the trundle wheel may not be as good as the tape

measure, especially if the.ground is bumpy. Thkundle wheel measures the

length-of all the pumps and holes. If you are making a scale drawing, you will

not want that extra length--it will mak your drawing inacarrate. Then yo6

should use a tape measure.

D 7METERSAt-----1161-
PI

T
NTIMETERS.

1

%ICJ(
1(1 .

4

If the distance is long enough, the efrors in using a trundle wheel might not

matter, especially if you Ilse it carefully. Because a trundle wheel is often

easier to use, you mighrc400se it instead of a tape measure.

qt.
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If'you use a trdndle wheel carefully, you may be okf by -0.5 meter to.l meter.

But if. your measuremtnt is 50 meters o more, yoUr fercentage error is no more

than

ifrn =50 61 270
OA \

which is fairly small. If you use a tape measure, you may be off by 2 or 3
centimeters, and'yotr percentage error is'no more than

3 crn 100% -3 x 0,4 O. 0650 m Soo() cm
which is very small. 3.

This means that for a long distance, along a straight AO, you can use either

a long tape _measure,or a trundle wheel. Which one you finally,choose depends

on how accuzate4you need to bit:and hOw fast you need t make the measurement.

A tape metsure cis more accurate, but a trundle'wheel is fastet.

SHORT AND CU12VED

Perhaps you need to measure around something or to measute along a curve. Per-

haps yoU are going to make belts or'wristbands or aprons and need to measure
other Ws' waists or their wrists oritheir chests. Pethpas you want to see

show far a crayfish or a turtle crawls in a given length of time.

You can see that you need a measuring
tool that will bend around a waist or

wrist. A ruler or meter stick will

not work. Neither will a metal tape
measure nor a trundle wheel. You need'

a cloth tape measure like dressmakers

use. It will go around someone's walier

'or"wrist orIchest.
11.

If you do not have a cloth tape Measure,
you can use a piece of string and a

meter stick. Make a small ktot in one

end. That will mark one end of your

measuring tool. Then stretch the
string around someone and hold it with

your thumb and finger whete the knot
cotes to. Still holding the place,
lay the string 'along a meter stick.

Read the length Of the string,frdin

the meter stick. If you are careful,
this/will be about as accurate as
using a cloth tape,measure.'

7
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LONG AND CITVED

011

ti

Sometimes you may want to measure a long distance

that is along a curve. Maybe you have made a
natuee trail and yoU want to know how long it is..
Maybe you are Wing out 'a bicycle path and need
.to teil others how long it will be.

Thin you should use a trundle wheel., It can go

around curves while a metal tapg' measure cannot.

If the distance is long (100 m or more), then
the errors in using it will be small if you use

it carefully. Be careful to.count all the turns.

Try not to let it woBble as you. walk.

Even if your error is as much as one whole turn

, out of 100 turns, that is an error of only 1%.
That.is good enough for your purposes.

WHAT TO USNO MEASURE YOUR DISTANCE
a

There are only'a few things to remember when.choosing a tool to measure distaince.

The measuring tool should be about the same length a's what you are measuring.

That way.the tool eitHer'doesn't have to be moved or has to be moved onlir a

few Eimes. This helps make your errors smaller--human error in moving the

tool, errors in,miscounting the nuMber of times the tool is moved, errors in

not measuring along a,straight line.

The measuring tool should be as accurate as you need for your purpose.

Distance Path. (Measuring Device Comment

Short Straight Ruler

Meter stick
Ruler isletter choice

\

Medium Straight Meter stick
Shqrt metal tape measure
Trundle wheel

Meter stick or tape measure
more accurate

Trundle wheel easier and quicker

Tape measure more accurate
Trundle wheel easie'r and quicker

---A
Long Straight

Ow Long metal tape measure
Trundle wheel

Short Curved Cloth tape measure
String and meter stick

Cloth tape meepure,more accurate
and easier to use

Long Curved Trundle wfleel
4,s

d
This rriatenal is upwl resarch supported by the National Suence Four dation under Grant No. SED69.01071. Any opinions,

e findino, and onclusions or recommendations
expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect

the yiews of the Nathnial Science Foundation.
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'WOW TO"
USE A TRUNDLONHEEL

DO'YT NEED TO MEASURE A LARGrISTANCE?

You may need to find the length of a bicycle

path near your school. You could try using

a tape measure: But the ISath might have a

lot of Curves., Or the tdpe Measure might

not be long enough: You would have to keep

moving it after each measurement.

You can Use a trundle,wheel. Ws good to
use when you are measuring around curves.

And you don't have to keep picking.it up

and moving it.

DO YOU NEED TO MEASURE A MEDIUM DISTANCE?

IS THE.TIM4Dix WHEEL
THE BEST TooiFoR YoUR

MEASUREMDIT?

READ "HoW-Ton
HooSE THE

KIP& TooLTO

MEASuRE
OISTAmcE.

You, may need to measure the width of a street.. You

But suppose a car comes while you ar'e stretching it

can use a tape measure.

across?

Use a trundle wheel. It's faster. It won't get in the way as much.

You might need to measure your playground. Or your nature

of a block near your school'.

You can use a trundle wheel for any of these things.

trail. Or the length

Inside, you can find out about trundle wheels: ihow to use them...how to measure

around the ;wheel. . .how to measure different distances...how to get better

measurements.

sae.

/WHAT'S INSIDE PAGN
SKETCH OF A TRUNDLE WHEEL 2

STEP-BY-STEFHOW TO USE A TRUNDLE WHEEL 3

'HOW TO MEASURE AROUND YOUR TRUNDLE WHEEL 4

HOW TO USE A TRUNDLE WHEEL THAT ISN'T EXACTLY 1 METER 5

USING A TRUNDLE WHEEL TO MEASURE A LARGE DISTANCE 6

USING A TRUNDLE WHEEL TO MEASURE A MEDIUM DISTANCE 7

HOW CLOSE-CAN YOU MEASURE9 12

DIAGRAM FOR CONSTRUCTING A TRUNDLE WHEEL 15./

?-
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YOUR 'MUNI:0LE LOKEL. -.
,

HAY .1.001t. LIKE THIS':
. .

*4

WOODE.W 'HAW 0 LE
- 5dREW

I.

.,

THE WHEELTuR45
1.05 (JAY WHEW You

ROLL iT THIS WAY:.9

0

,

.L.JHEEL
(.410o0, OR

TRI-LJAu.)

tl ETAL
STR IP
(vils cuc
WHEN THE
StRtW mu
IT) .

4

#,

N

.4 ,

E ARRow 5HooLP SE OkriliEGRoump WHEN

You NEAR THE CLICK .

E ACH TIME THE WHEEL TURNS ALL-THE WA`? A RouNI 0You wILL
HEAR IN CLIcic . REMEMBER :11.31- 1 cr..TEnc

A DIAGRAM om THE LAST PAGE Will HELP 'ft MAKE YOUR OLAI TRumpLE WHEEL .



STEP-BY-STEP--HOW TO USE A TRUNDLE WHEEL

BEFORE you can use your trundle wheel, you n ed to

MAKE A MARK FOR THE STARTING POW Here's fow.

Turn the wheel slowly. Stop turning wh n the

screw touchei the petal strip. (You wilr hear

it click.)

Mare( the bottom of the trundle wheel where it

touches the ground. You can make an arrow like

this.

3

4

Now you are ready to use the trundle wheel. These four steps will tell you how.

1. START ON THE MARK.

Find the arrow on your trundle wheel. Put

the'arro0 over the plaCe where you want to

start.measuring. Hold the handle so that

the screw is touching the metal strip.

2. PUSH YOUR TRUNDLE WHEEL'.

The wheel will tuA like th-i.s.

.Move your trundle wheel forward.
Keep'the,handle at the same

.height. Go slowly.

"NIL

You will hear a click. This

luippens when the screw hits the

metal strip. It means the wheel

has gone around once. (Remember:

I turn equals I click. 001
wI
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3. COUNT THE CLICKS.

The clicks will tell you how many ties
your trundle wheel has gone all the way

around.

Remember: Try,to walk in a straight line.

And don't go too fast, Then your measure-

ments will be better. \

4. FIGURE HOW FAR YOU MEASURED.

Multiply the number of turns by the distance around your trundle wheel.

This will tell you how far you measured.

NUMBER OF TURNS X DISTANCE AROUND= DISTANCE YOU MEASURED

Suppose you counted 9 clicks. This means 9 turns.

Now suppose your trundle wheel is 1 meter around. This means that there is

1 meter for each turn. You would find out how far you measured like this:

9 clicks 9 turns x 1 meter for each turn = 9 meters

'The distance=you measuzed is-9 meters.

If you just made a trundle wheel, you might not knoW the distance around it.

Read the next sectioh to find out how to measure the distance around it.

AAAA1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4AA4AAAAAAAA

HOW TO MEASURE AROUND YOUR TRUNDII WHEEL

_

--------- -To' use your trundle wheel, you need to know the

distance around the wheel. Here is a good way

to measure it.

Stretch uut a tape measure on a smooth floor.

Try to get,it very straight. Now place the

arrow on6the trundle wheel at the beginning of

the tape measure. Mit keep ,the trundle wheel

a little distance to one side.

r,



Roll the trundle wheel forward in a straight line. (Keep it close to the.thpe

measure.) Count ten clicks. Now read the tape measure to see how far you went.

This trundle whel-went 9 meters.and 50 centimeters in 10 turns. That's 950

centimeters'for 10 turns.

To find out how far the vheel went in 1 _turn, divide 950 centimeters by 10

turns. Like this:

950 centimeters
t 10 turns

r
Remember,.in ont turn a trundle wheel goes

wheel is 9-5 centimeters vound.

95 centimeters for one turn.

all the way around. So this trund12

AAAAAAAA#AAAAAAAAAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAAAALAAAILAAAILAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkA4AAAAAAA4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

HOW TO USE A TRUNDLE WHEEL THAT ISN'T EXACTLY 1, METER

Remember: Distance You Measured =
Number of Turn x Distance arou

_Suppose- you have A trundre wheel that is less than 1 meter around. Suppose it

is 95 Centimeters around. And suppose you pushed it and counted 7 clicks.

Here's how to find out how fay you measured.

If,you Gounled 7 clipks...
A

7 clicks 0007 turns 21-95 centimeters = 665 centimeters or 6.65 meters

Here's another example. Ifwycit counted 22 clicks...

22 clicks* 22 turns x 95 centimeters = 2090 centimeters or.20..90 meters

29

,



Suppose your trundle wheel is more than 1 meter around. Suppose ic's 1 meter

and 10 centimeters around.

If you counted 5clicks....

'5 clicks e1,5 turns x (1 meter and 10 centimeters) = 5.50 meters

Here's another example. If you counted 11 clicks...

11klickst.1),.11 turns x (1.meter and 10 centimeters) = 11 meters and
110 centimeters

Change thid to 12.10 meters.

You might also change the distance around the trundle wheel to all meters before

you multiply (1.1 meEe ), or to all centimeters (110 centimeters).

Now you are ready to measpre a distance with y2ur trundle wheel.

$,.

AAAAAAAALAAAAAAAAAAAA.4411.4LAAAWAAAAAAAALWAAAAA

USING ATTRUNDLE WHEEL TO MEASURE A LARGE-DISTANCE

You can use a trundle wheel-to_measure a large
distance--like.a nature trail or a bi-Cycle path

Here's how.

Suppose-At class,has just made a,nature trail.
"A.suppose you want,t6 find out how long it is. A

trundle wheel is easy to use for this.

Draw a line in the dirt at the,
beginning of the trail. This is

where you start. Push the trundle

wheel forward. Count the clicks.

Stop when you get to the end of the

trail. Make a line in the dirt .

where you stopped.

Now figure how far you measured. Suppose your

trundle wheel is 1 meter around. And suppose"

you counted 272 clicks. Then

272 clicks0-272 turns x 1 meter for each

turn = 272 meters.
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Suppose the nature trail is riot exactly

272 turns. You counted'272 turns, and

then:you went a little,farther. This

distadce is lesethan a full turn.

Don't worry about this little distance.

It is less thau I meter. Even an'error

of 1 meter out of 272 meters is small.
Just count the number of full turns.
Your measurement will be accurate enough.

REMEMBER: FOR A LARGE DISTANCE1 LIKE A NATURE .

TRAIL OR A BICYCLE PATH, YOU NEED
TO COUNT ONLY FULL TURNS.

NATURE TRRIL

272 METERS

USING A TRUNDLE WHEEL TO MEASURE A-MtDIUM DIBTANCE.

Most of the time you will use a trundle

wheel to measure large distances. But

sometimes you may need to use a trundle

wheel to measure a medium distance, such

as the distance across a street.

If the street is busy, it will be better.

to use a trundle wheel than a tape measure.

A trundle wheel is quicker. It won't get

in the-way as much.

MIK
LI1111111111111{110111711111/1111ThainammIL

"NM

The distance across a street isn't

far. It may be about 7 turns of your

trundle wheel. But suppose there is

a certain distance left after the

seventh turn. Suppose this diptance

is not a full turn.
1

If your trundle wheel is 1 meter

around, this extra distance might be

almost as much as I meter. One meter

ib a big error for a measurement of

7 mdters.

When you are measuring across a street, you still need fo measure this extra

distance. It will make your measurement more accurate. The next sections will

help 'you measure this extra distance.

REMEMBER: FOR A MEDIUM DISTANCE, LIKE ACROSS A STREET, YOU NEED TO MEASURE

CLOSER THAN ONE TURN.



8 /
CALIBRATING YOUR TRUNDLE WHEEL

Before you can measure closer than One turn,

you will need to put Marks on your trunille

wheel. This is called CALIBRATING YOUR

TRUNDLg WHEEL. Here's how to do it. '

Stretch out a tape measure on a smooth

floor. Keep,fhe,tape measure very straight.

Place the trundle wheel at the beginning

of the tape measure. Make sure the arrow

on the trundle wheel is next to the

0-cenIt1meter mark on the tape measure.

Rollvthe trundle wheel forward again.

Stop next to the 20-centimeter mdrk on the

tape measure. Make another mark on the'

trundle wheel.
4

ROLL THE TRUNDLE WHEEL FORWARD.. Go

very slowly. Stop next to the
10-centimeter mark on the We mea-

sure. Make a mark like the one in
the pitture where the trundle wheel .

touches the floor. Draw the mark

with a pencil or a piece of chalk.

(You will need two people to do this.

One person can push the trundle

wheel. The other can mark it.)

lilt 0

Do the same next to the 30-centimeter

fliark. And the 40-centimeter mark.
Make a- ark every 10 centimeters.

Do this 11 the way around the

trundle heel. Stop when the arrow

is touch g the floor again.

NOW DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN. Start the arrow

on the trundle wheel at the 0-centimeter

mirk on the tape measure. Make ihe marks

the same way you did the first time. But

leave the first marks on.

It is good to make marksaround the
trundle wheel more than once. Then you

can be sure you did not make a mistake

the first time.



Make marks around.the trundle wheel.about

five times.

Now you will have a lot of marks. They

should be in clumps. Here, there are'fiire

marks in a clump.

NOW YOU ARE READY TO MAKE NUMBERS ON THE

WHEEL. Start at the arrow. Mark this O.

Turn the wheel. Make sure youiturn it

the same way it.goes when you are measur-

ing something. Write 10 above the first

mark.

Ip your trundle wheel 90 centimeters

around? Or 1 meter around? Or 110

centimeters'around? WRITE THE DISTANCE

AROUND ABOVE THE 0-CM2MARK. This

trundle wheel is 106 ceniimeteh around.

111

You can't tell which mark in each

clump is the best., SO USE THE MIDDLE

MARK IN EACH CLUMP.' Make ii darker.
Then erase the others. Do this for

each clump.

Write 20 above the second mark.
And 30 above the third mark. And

so on. Count by lOs until you get.

tO the arrow.

CALIBRATE ONLY ONE SIDE bF YOUR TRUNDLE WHEEL
$

Make sure the calibrated side is facing

the same way each time.

Now you have calibrated your trundle

wheel. You are ready to measure a distance

closer than one turn.

You are ready to measpre a medium distance. Like across a street. Next you

will find out how to measure across a street.
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MEASURING A STREET AT AN INTERSECTION

Imagine you are measuring across River

, Street where it crosses Bridge, Street.

You don't want the curb to get in the

way.

Now measure across the street 'You will

need to watch cars on both streets. Be

very careful. Push the trundle wheel

across. Count the clicks.

.

-Now add the extra distance.

END

Roll the trundle wheel to the end. Now

read the distance the-trundle wheel went.
This trundle wheel went more than 60

centimeters. It is about half-way

between 60 and 70 centimeters. Round this

off to 65 centimeters. SEE oW TO ROUN 0 OF
DATA AS vOu MeASURE.

Make a mark for starting your measure-
ment. 'Draw a straight line from the
edge of the curb on River Street.

Draw it a short distance into Bridge
Street. Make a mark for stopping

in the same way. '(You can use a

pidbe of chalk for this.)

Suppose you count 7 clicks. But

there is still ; little distance
left to the end.

Now you can figure your total measurement. 5651.3Z;Wthe trundle wheel is 106

centimeters around.. You went 7 clicks. Figure how far that is.

7 clicks 14.7 turns x 106 cm for each turn = 742 cm

Roundlthis off to 740 cm.

740 cm -I- 65 cm = 805 cm.

The street is about-805'centimeters across. That's 8.05 meters across.

I



MEASURING A STREET IN THE MIDDLE OF A BLOCK

IMaybe you want to measure acrpss a street.

The street has a curb on each,side. You

want to measure in the middle of the

block.. But there is no break in the curb

'Where you want td measure. Here's what

you do.

c)
c:

.

,

,

.

()

Start your trundle wheel at the

curb. The bottom of the trundle
wheel won't reach the curb. So the

1, trundle wheel can't measure this

litt31 distance.

Use a ruler.to measure the little distance.
Put the trundle wheel as close to the curb

as you can. Then measure between the

bottom of the curb and the 0 mark on the

trundle wheel. The distance i tfie picture

is 14 centimeters. Round this off

15 centimeters.

The bottom of the trundle wheel won't
reach the curb'on the other side: Measure

this little distance. In the picture, it

is 18 centimeters, Round this off to 20

centimeters.

Now add all these rounded measurements.

6 m 50 cm
15 cm
20 cm.

6 m 85 cm

The street is about 6.85 meters wide.

fr

0.
0

,\
.

Now push the trundle wheel across
the street. 'Measure this distance
with the trundle wheel. In the

picture, it is 6 meters and 50

centimeters.

11



HOW CLOSE CAN YOU MEASURE?

When you measure with a trundle wheel, you try to be accurate. But you can't
be exact. Lots of things happen that make your measurements not exact. :These
things are called eIrrors. You can't always avoid errors. But you can get
better measurements if youOcnow about errors.

'One Mild of Error--YOUlt TRUNDLE WHEEL IS NOT EXACT 1

-

Are you measuring a large distance, like a bicycle path or a nature trail?
Remember when you measured around your trundle wheel. You tried to be accurat,e.
But you couldn't tell ,exactly bow far around your trundle wheel is. The dis-
tance could be a little more. Or it could be a little less. The error isn't
much. But it makes your measurement not exact. Especially if your measurement
has a lot of turns.

Are you measuring a medium distancp, like across a street?

Remember when you.calibrated your trundle wheel? You tried to be accurate
when you made ths marks all the way around. But you couldn't be exact. Maybe
the 10-cm mark should really be a little more to the right. Or the left. And

the same for the other marks. The errors aren't much. But they make your
measurements not exact when you are measuring closer than one turn.

Another Kind of Error--THE WAY'YOU MEASURE IS NOT EXACT

Suppose you are measuring a bicycle path. Even if you are very careful, you
might make a mistake. You can make little mistakes without even noticing. But

k these mistakes make your measurement not exact.

Here are some mistakes that are easy to make.-
. 0

* You might not push the trundle Wheel in a straight line.
It might wiggle and slip when it moves.

You_might mill the trundle wheel backwards.

fou might miss a click. Or count the wro!lg number of clicks:

Suppose you are measuring across a street. You can have the same er?Ors as
someone measuring a biCycle path. But you can also have this error:

* You might pot start Lcactly at.the 0 mark on the trundle wheel.

This error doesn't matter much.if you are measuring a large distance. But it

does matter if you are measuring a medium distance.

.You don't have to worry about all of these errors eaditime you mea:ure.

. 0



T14s chart will help you figure out when each error ts imliortant:
,

. .

J

Watch for this when you measure...

Large distance Medium distances

The distance around your trundle
wheel is not exact.

The marks you made when you

- calibrated are not exact.
,

The trundle wheel might wiggle
and slip.

You might roll it backwards.
, . 411.1.1.1111

You might miss a click or count

rhe-wrong number.

You might'not start exactly on

the 0-cm mark.
/

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO MAKE YOUR MEASUI1EMENTS MORE EXACT

*I. MEASURE SLOWLY AND CAREFULLY.

Don't ru.i. Push the trundle wheel

slowly. Hold it firmly and try to

move it in straight line. It will

slip a little even if you do this.
But if you measure carefully, your
measurement will be more accurate.

r

MAKE SEVERAL MEASUREMENTS TO TAKETHE MEDIAN MEASUREMENT.

Don't measure something just once.

Measure it three times. Or five times.

Or more. -Suppose you have five measure-
ments of your,bicycle path. You can't

tell which one ifp.the best. So take

the middle numbercalled .. the median)

of the'five measurements. "How To" Find

the Median will tell you more abOut this..

f,

IrcyclE rang Faor4
schoo( %let

2'16 m
299 m

301 M
303 M

13.
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3. ROUND OFF YOUR MEASUREMENTS TO THE NEAREST 5 CENTIMETERS WHEN YOU

ARE MEASURING CLOSER THAN ONE TURN.

Maybe you are measuring across a street.

Suppose at the end of your measurement

your trundle wheel looks like the onesin

the picture. The extra distance looks

like about 63 or 64 centimeters. Round

it off to 65 centimeters. Read "How To"

Round Off. Data.

Suppose you measure your street in the

,middle of a block-. The distance the
trundle\wheel measures is 7 meters. And

the distance from the boxtom of the
trundle wheel to the :curb is 12

centimeters on each side. &kind each

masurement off to 10 centimeters.

Now add your measurements.

60

12 7 METERS 1201

m + 10 an + 10 cm = 7 m and 20 cm or 7.20 m.

1

That's as acCurate as you.can get.

When you are using a trundle wheel to measure a medium distance, don't try

to measure closer than 5 centimeters. That's about as accurate as the

trundle wheel can be.

4r4. TRY A DIFFERENT MEASURING INSTRUMENT.

A trundle wheel might not be the best tool for what you are doing.

Do you need to be more accurate when

you measure? Maybe you aie measuring

50 meters for a race. Then use a

tape measure.

Do you want to avoid measuring bumps

and holes in the ground? Then use a

tape measure.

If you want to find out more about other tools, read "H7 To" Choose the

Right Tool to Measure Distance.



DIAGRM FOR CONSTRUCTING A

TRUNDLE WHEEL



NOW TO"
MAKE A SCALE DRAWING

WHY MAKE A SCALE DRAWING?

Suppose you want to move the furniture in your classroom or to change thc

way the tables in the lunchroom are arranged. You need a plan before you

start moving things. Yon need a drawing 'hat shows where the tables or

furniture should go. The drawing has to .a smaller than the room itself.
To make sure that the drawing is a good one, you should make a scale

drawing.

WHAT 1S A SCALE DRAWING?

A scale drawing is a picture of something as you would see it if you were

looking down on it. Scale drawings make the things smaller or bigger. A

road map is a scale drawing. A blueprint is a scale drawing. The distances

on those scale drawing& are smaller than the real distances by a certain

propprtion. The amount the distances are smaller than the real distances

is given by the scale. The scale i4 written on every scale drawing.

SCALE:

5

3. 5 l< 9z 5

7,5

This booklet tells how students make scale drawings. It also tells you how to

make scale drawings bigger or smaller. Read the examples and decide what you

should do for the scale drawing you want to make.

WHAT'S INSIDE PAGE

STEPS IN MAKING A SCALE DRAWING 2

MAKING A SCALE DRAWING OF A CLASSROOM: MOVE IT HERE 2

MAKING A SCALE DRAWING OF A PLAYGROUND: A PLACE FOR A TUNNEL 8

MAKING,SCALE DRAWINGS SMALLER 14

MAKING SCALE DRAWINGS BIGGER 15

HOW TO MAKE YOUR SCALE DRAWING 16

01977 by Education Developmen nter, Inc., All rights reiarved
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STEPS IN MAKING A SCALE DRAWING

Awl. DECIDE pow TO MAKE THE DRAWING

*2. DECIDE ON A SCALE

.*1. DECIDE HOW ACCURATE THE MEASUREMENTS NEED TO BE

MAKE THE MEASUREMENTS
.*5. DRAW THE SCALE DRAWING.

MAKING A SCALE DRAWING OF A CLASSROM MOVE IT HERE

This story about Joe, Bernice, Janet, and
Michael shows how.they made a scale drawing of

their classroom. They used the drawing to show

different furniture arrangements. They followed

the five steps and used,graph paper for their

drawing.

* 1. They Decide How to Make the Scale Drawing.

Joe, Bernice, Janet, 'and Michael look at their room. They see tha'i the

sides are straight. They see that the corners are square.

"If we could look at the.rocm from the roof, the sides would look like

this," says Joe. He draws on a sheet of paper.

"It looks just like a sheet of paper," says Bernice. "We can' use graph

paper. It's all marked.off in squares. It will make it eauy to draw desks

and square things in the room."

* 2. They Decide on a Scale.

"We're going to have to decide how much smaller to make the room for our

drawing," says Janet. "But we want the drawing to fill up most of the graph

paper. Let's ask the teacher how to do it."

The teacher tells the group that they are going to have to decide on a

, scale. The scale will tell them how much smaller everything has to be for

their scale drawing. "To decide on a scale, you first measure the length

and width of the classroom. .The length will have to fit on the long side

of the graph paper, and the width will have to fit on the short side," the

teaAler explains;,

41



Joe and Bernice measure the length of the

classroom. Janet and Michael measure the width.

They use a ten-meter tape measure and measure
each distance several times. They decide to use

the median measurement. The median length is

9 meters and 68 centimeters, ee 968 centimeters
The median width is 8 meters and 60 centimeters,

or 860 centimeters.

"Let's count the number of spaces on the graph paper," suggests Janet.

"That will help us decide on a scale." Because they are:Using graph paper

that is marked off 5 lines to a centimeter, they count 120 spaces on the

long side and 90 spaces on the shoit side.
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"We'll have to fit the 968 centimeters into the 120 spaces on the long

side of the graph paper," says Michael.

"Then our scale can be how much of the length of Ihe room can be shown

by one spate," adds Joe. nLeez figure it evt. We have to dividethe length

of the xoom (968 centimeters) by the number of spaces (12p).m He writes:

: /20 /fa; 6 cht
reirg9?

/2o 'ItAtees pfe,..5po, c e
84,

"One spece will show about 8 centimeters in the room" reports Joe. "Let's

make our scale 1 space to 10 centimeters. Ten is an easielenumber to work

with."

'That scale is toc small," says Bernice. "Our bookcase is 120 centimeters

long lea it's only-30 centimeters wide. that will be only 3 tiny spaces on the

scale`6rawing."

"We can use a'scale of I space to 5 centimeters'," says Joe. "Then the

bookcase will cover 6, Oaces, But our paper will have4to be twice as large

for the room to fit on

, 4 0
h..
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The group decides to tape four sheets of graph paper together for their

scale drawing, and use a scale of I space to 5 centimeters.

%-

gie Wee ft I. OtrAte$

"We'd better make sure that the width of the room fits on the paper with

this scale," says Janet. "We can multiply 5 centimeters times 180 spaces to
find out how much distance can be shown on the width of the paper." She

,writes: ,

S civ t __4e4c es_ = goo cm

"The width of the room is 860 centimeters, says Michael. "It just fits:"

.4. 3.
Aey Decide How Accu*4e Their Measurements Have To Be.

"It took us a long time to measure the.length and width of the room," says

Janet. "We measured to the nearest centimeter. Do we have to be that accurate

with all our measurements? Maybe we can r6hrLd off more."

The group reads "How To" Round Off Data as You Measure. "We counted the

number of small spaces-on our,graph paper," sayi Michael. "We can't see any-

thing any claset than one space. So we can round off to the distance shown

by one space."

"Our scale is I space to 5 centimeters,"

replies Bernice. We can round off ourmeasure-
ments-to the nearest-5-eentimeters,---It-will-
make it a lot faster to measure."

"Then we'd make the length 970 centimeters,'
rather than 968 and the width will stay 860
centimeters," says Michael.

20

15

10

1414. They Make the Measurements.

Joe, Bernice, Janet, and Michael measure all
of the furniture in the room. They measure the '41--77----/P.

length and width of furniture that takes Up a
rectangular space, like desks and bookcases.
They measure the diameter of round objects like
waStebaskets and round tables. They round off

to the nearest 5 centimeters, and put their
data on a chart like this.

ri 3

TABLg
TOP
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"We'll want to put the doors and,:windows on the sbale drawing," says

Janet.

"HOw about the chalkboard and bulleein board?" asks'Bernice. "We don't

want to put thingsIA-fro-At- of them"-

The group measures distances along the sides of the room sO that they

can put the doors, windows, chalkboard, and bulletin board at the right

places on the drawing. They make a rough sketch Of the room and write

fheir measurements on the sketch. "That way," says Joe, "we'll know

exactly what distance We measured.

+to 4..4
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Is yr '\ srf yr 14
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01,00,
POO 400

WIN 1,0tf NTh
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,Ir 5. They Make the Scale Drawing.

Before they start to draw on the graph paper, the group remembers that'

they have to divide their measurements by the amount of their scale.

"Our scale is I space to 5 centimeters," says Janet. "So we have to

divide each measurement br5." They put the scaled measurements on their

data chart.
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To make the drawing, they first draw lines for *pie length and width of
the room along the sides of the graph paper.
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They next show where the windows, doors, chalkboard, and bulletin board are

on those lines.
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"We dan't draw the furniture on the graph paper," sayd Joe. "We won't be

,able to try out different arrangementS."

"Let's cut out separate pieces from another sheet of graph paper," suggests

Bernice. "Then we can move them around." The group agrees to this idea. They
draw the furniture to scale on another piece of graph paper, and then cut the

pieces out.
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MAKING A SCALE DRAWING OF A PLAYGROUND: A PLACE FOR A TUNNEL

In the last story the students kde a scale drawing of a classroom. They used

graph paper because the room was rentangular and a large enough drawing could

be put on four sheets of graph paper. This story tells how students made a

scale drawing of a playground on plain.paper.
1

The boys-and girls in Charlier)class wpes
to get some new things for their playground.
They want to put a tire climb and a tunnel on
the playground. They thinyfcat they may have

to move some of the slides or swings to find
space for the tire climb and tunnel.

"We can make a scale drawing of the playgroUnd," suggeStstbarlie. "We

caa put all the playground equipment on it and see where we can put the new

things." The others agree to help Charlie make a scale drawing of the play-

ground.

* 1. They Decide Row to Make the Scale Drawing.

Charlie, Bob, Joyce, and Susan look closely at the playground during lun,-.1

that day. They see that it has straight sides and square corners, and Is

quite large.

"It will take a lot of graph paper tomake a scale drawing that's big
enough,:',0ays Bob. "Let's use the sheet of cardbaard that's in the corner

of the room."

14P 2. They Decide on a Scale.

Joye nd-Susan-measare-the cardboard they are going to use for the scale

drawing and find that it is 90 centimeters lohg and 70 centimeters wide.
4

"Now that we know the size of the cardboard, we have to measure the length

and width of the playground" says Joyce. "Then we can figure out what scale

to use for our drawing."

Charlie'and Bob measure the length of the
playground several times with a trundle wheel.

They use the marks on the trundle wheel to
measure the part that is less than one turn.
They find that the median measurement is 85.30

meters. Joyce and Susan measure the width of

the playground. The median of their measure-

oents is 46.95 meters.

4



"The length of the playground has to fit on the long side of the card-,,
board." says Susan. "We'll have to divide the length of the playground
(85.30 meters) by the length of paper (90 centimeters). That will tell us
what distance can be shown on 1 centimeter of paper." She writes:

-

85.30n1, 2 lo 185730 = . ;we re 949 if: 1;0
16 cm cm d

900
."4:0

"We can show 0.94 meters on 1 centImeter of paper,".says Bob. "That's
almost I meter. Our scale can be 1 .1centimeper to I meter."

"Wait a Minute," says Charlie. "We'd better check to see whether the
, width of the playground will fit on the width of the cardboard."

"The width of the cardboard is 70 centimeters," aniwers Susan. "With a
scale of 1 centimeter to 1 meter we can show 70 meters on the Width of the
paper."

4
. .

"The playground is 46.95 Teters wide," ieports Joyce. "It'll fit on the
paper and there will be Oome space left over. We can put the scale and the
title in the extra sapce."

4j47, 3. They Decide How Accurate Their Measurements Need to Be.

"We still have to measure the Apace taken up by the swings, slides, monkey
climb, and baseball diamong," says Bob. "How accurate do our measurements

need to be?"

.34,ecan put things closer than 1 centimeter on
the paper," says Susan. "So we should measure

closer than I meter. Leesmeasure to the near-
est half meter. I don't think that a half meter

.,

di fference in the placement of playground equip,-

mea w 11-change-anyth1,ag."

The group agrees to measure the space taken
up by the playground equipment to the nearest
half meter.

A7 4. They Make the Measurements".

9

Charlie, Bob, Joyce, and Susan have already measured the length and width
of the playground. Before they make any more mbasurements, they make a rough
sketch of the playground. They figure that they can put their meaOurements
right on the sketch. It will help them remember exactly what distances they.,
have measured'. They round off the length and width measurements to the near-
est half meter. They round off the length measurement from 85.30)mters to
85 meters, and the width measurement from 46.95 meters to 47 meters. They

put these measurements on the sketch.
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Next they measure 5he space the swings, the
slides, and the monkeyclimb take up. Charlie

and Bob measure the swing area. They agree that

it is a rectangular-shaped.area, and so they
measure the,length and width of the space the

slides take'up.

Joyce and Susan measure the space taken up by

the monkey climb. It is a round monkey climb,

and so they measure the diameter of the round

space the monkey climb takes up.

Susan and Joyce also measurethe space the
baseball diamond takes up: It's an odd shape but

almost fills up a square area,,an they measure
the length and width of that area.

The group puts their measurements on a rough sketch of the playground.
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ik 5. They Make the Scale Driawing.

.
Bob and Charlie start the scale drawing by drawing lines for the length .

and width of the playground. To make sure that the corners between the lines

4re square, they use the corner of a pad of paper. They remember that their

scale is 1 cm to 1 meter and make the lines the right length. Their drawing

looks like this"...

4

Now they wonder exactly where they should draw the swings, slides, monkey

climb and baseball 4iamond on the\scale drawing. "We'll have to make more

measurements," zaYs Joyce. "But I'm not sure what we should measure. Let's

ask the teacher,"

The teacher explains that in order to put swings and slides on the drawing

they need to fin& the location of the spots on the playground where two

corners of each equipment area are. "Then you can ffnd the apots_for the

corners on the scale draxing and draw in the equipment," she says.

"To locate a spot on the plaiground you have to measure its distance from

two corners of the playground," she adds. She-draws a sketch of the play-

ground nn the chalkboard and labelb he corners of the playground A, B, C,

and D. She also label& one corder of the swtng ar#&with a small a.

t

8

C.

"To find point (a) of the swing area, you have to measure the distance

from (a) to corner A and the distance from (a) to corner D," she tells.them.

.
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'4

"Then you use a pencil compass to put point

(a) from theswing area on your scale drawing,"

the teacher continues. "You put the metal point

of the compass on corner Af the playground in

the drawing.

"Yob use your scald and stretch out the corn-
..

pass until the pencil point is the right dis-
tance from the metal point. The right distance
iiethe number of spaces that stand for the
meapurement from (a) to A. You can put a ruler
along the side Vf the scale drawing to make this
measurement. 1

"Then you keep the distance between the two

compass points the same, and draw an arc on the

paper near where you think point (a) is located.

"Now you do tile same thing with the distance

from (a) to coretr D. Point (a) is where the two

arcs cross.

"After you have found another corner in the

swing area, you can use you; scale and the

measurements you have made to draw in the area,"

,the teacher sais.

tJL

c;"
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"To place the monkey climb on the scale draw-

ing, you need to locate only one spot--the center
of the-circle," the teacher tells'the students.
"To do this you measure the distances from the

. center of the circle to two corners of the play- '

ground.-

A 8

"You then use a pencil compass to find the spot on the scale drawing, and
then draw a circle with the compass stretched out'to half the length of the

, diameter of the circle," she says.

Charlie, Bob, Susan, and Joyce go over together what the teacher told them

until they understand it. They then go out to the playground and measure from

two of the playground corners to each spot that they want to locate. They put

their measurements on their rough sketch.

.40

When they are backin their classroom, they use pencil,compaases to find'

the same spots on their scale drawing& They remember that iheir acale is

1 centimeter to I meter. Their scale drawing looks like this.

1=1

b000

W116111

SCALE: 1CW1 TO I. rn

"There's lots of space between the monkey,climbs and the ball field

for other things," says Charlie. "We can put our tire climb there."

"We can put a tunnel between the slides and the swings, ,.adds Joyce.

"Now we know where we can put other things," says Bob. "We can also

figure out from the scale drawing how big we can make the tire climb and

tunnel."
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MAKING SCALE DRA INGS SMALLER

Sometimes you m y haire a large size scale draw-
ing that you wa t to make smaller. It may be a

scale drawing y u have made, or a map you have

obtained. You may want to make individual

copies of th Urawing or map thja,t can be car-

ried around e sily.

--
You may have iaccess to a copying machine that enlarges or reduces copy. If

so, you can se the machine to Make the scale draw:ngs smaller:

You can, ho ever, make scale drawings smaller yourself. Suppose y are

using grap paper for your scale drawing. To make the scale draw±fg smaller,

you can usp graph paper with smaller spaces. You can also make the drawing

smaller b changing the scale. Suppose your scale is 1 space to a meter.

You can changt the scale to 1 space to 2 meters. Then the drawing will be

half as long and half as wide. The drawing will be one quarter the size of

the ori inal drawing. A section of the classroom scale drawing made in the

fixst s ory is reduced by changing the scale. It looks like this.

SCALE: I SPACETOZMETERS
SCALE:l. SPACE .To i METER

/Suppose you are using plain paper for your scale drawing, and your scale is
1 centimeter to 1 meter. You can make your scale drawing one quarter as large
by changing the scale to 1 centimeter to 2 meters. A section of the playground

/ scale drawing shown in the second story is reduced by changing the scale. It

/ looks like this.

1=

SCALE: lern roim

CerT(7
linnet

SCALE: lcm To 2m

You may not have the data you used in making the original drawing. In that

case, you can count the number of spaces or measure each distance on the

original drawing. You then make each distance cover half as much space in
your new drawing.



MAKING SCALE DRAWINGS BIGGER

Sometimes you may want to make a scale drawing
larget. Perhaps you have found a map of your
community,that is too small for your use.. You
may want co indicate students' houses or
bicycle path routes on the map.

-411-

If you'have access to a copying machine.that enlarges copy, you can use it to
make the scale drawing larger. You may also be able to project an image of
the map on a screen. You put a large sheet of paper on the screen and trace
the image onto the paper.

You can also make the scale drawing or map larger yourself. Suppose you are
using graph paper for your scale drawing. You can make the drawing larger by
using graph paper with larger spaces. You can also make the scale drawing
larger\by changing the !pie. Suppose your scale is I space to I meter. You
can change it to 2 spaces to 1 meter. Then a distance shown by 1 space in
your original drawing would be shown by 2 spaces. Your scale drawing would
be twice as W.de and twIce as long. Your scale drawing would be four times
larger than the original drawing. A section of the classroom scale drawing
is enlarged by chr,nging the scale. It looks like this.

SCALE : I SPACE ro imEreR

8RALE: 2: SPACBSTO itiET6R
Suppose you are using plain paper for your scale dr,lwing, and your scale is
1 centimeter to I meter, You dan make the drawing four,times larger by
changing the scale to 2 centimeters to 1 meter, or 1 centimeter to 1/2 meter,
A section of the playground scale drawing construction in the second story
is enlarged by changing the scale. It looks like this..

ScALE : cm ro rri

SCALE : 1 cm To 0.5 rti

You may not have Lhe data you used in making the original drawing. In that
case, you can count the number of spaces or measure each distance on the
original drawing or map. You then make each distance cover twice as much
space in your new drawing.

15
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN SCALE DRAWING
4 to

SO far:you have read ahout how students made scale drawings of their classroom

and their playground. You may want to make a scale drawing of youf lunchroom,
or something else. .This checklist will help you make your own scale drawing.

1. DECIDE HOW TO MAKE THE SCALE DRAWING

4. 5

You can use graph paper if most of the
sides of the area meet at square corllers:
and the are:. is not too big for the graph.

paper. (You caa tape several sheets of

graph paper together.)

You can use plain paper if the area is
large, or if two or more of the sides

don't meet at square corners.

Ar 2. DECIDE ON A SCALE

Measure the length and width of a

rectangular area.

If you are using graph paper, divide your
measurement of the longest side of the

, area by the number of spaces on the longest

side of the graph papers A number that
ends in 0, 2, or 5 that is'more than your
answer will give you a scale that is easy

to use. It is the distance that can be

shown on I space.

If you'are using plain paper, divide your

' measurement of the longest side of the area
by the length of the longest side of the

paper. A number that ends in 0, 2, or 5
that is morethan your answer will give you
a scale that is easy to use. It is the

distance that can be shown on 1 unit of
length of your paper.
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4 Cheat your scale by seeing whether the width of the area will fit on

tbe wide side of your paper. If it doesn't fit, use a smaller scale.

Instead of 1 centimeter to 1 meter, for example, use .5 centimeters to

1 meter, or 1 centimeter to 2 meters.

'Mace 10. t rI
parr. watibi lo COI

I .1 (Rex /OM 10,41

pityteesa s itt

Wa10.4

J 'Firs

St141: I cm *- ism

p4pfp I. (9ry

m per)(1olo 104
4 On

ttyine 7cm
Jr DOESN'T FIT

SCALt: fc,, * lh,
parer vitaM = A issj

a $1!° Pefr X /004 81704

plartfratioi a icm
wea.#1.

.1T FITS

Check your scale by seeing whether something small that you want to put

on ySur scale drawing will be too hard to see. If to, use a larger scale.

Instead of 1 centimeter to 1 meter, for example, use 1 centimeter to

.5 meter.

.SCAtt: ic44i I Os scats Cho t. 6.5 er.

ilr 3.
DECIDE HOW ACCURATE YOUR MEASUREMENTS'NEED TO BE

If you are using graph paper, decide
whether you want things closer than 1
space on your scale drawing. If not,

your measurements can be rounded off

to the distance shown in one space.

If you are using plain paper, decide how
close you want things.to be on the paper.
You can then round off your measurements
to.that distance.

WE WANT
THINGS 1

CENTIMETER
APART.

WE CAN ROUN9
OF TONE
NEARESTLO
CENTIMETERS.

115 OUR SCALE IS
1. CENTIMETER TO
2. METER.WE VIklki ROUND

F TO THE NEAREST
ETE.R.

.



*4. MAKE YOUR MEASUREMENTS

Measure everything you want to put on

your scale drawing. If it is rectangular,

you limas* its length and width. If it

is round,iyou measuie its diameter.

Measure where the doors, windows, gates,

or other things along the sides are.

If you need to locate certain points in
the area, measure the distance from that

point to two corners of the area.

.4r5. MAKE THE SCALE DRAWING

Use your scale and change your measure-
ments to spaces or distances on your

paper.

4tati: 1fPdtU S c 41

POOM: ?9W1 III

scowl: , co to Hit

fantlom 111,60.1e e4

MBLE
TOP

V
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Draw the sides of the area on youi scale
drawing.

If you are moving furniture around, make
-cutouts for each piece of furniture.

If you need to find certain spots on the
scale drawing, use a pencil compass and .
your measurements to tip corners of the

area.
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Fir' THE SPEED OF THINGS

LO YOU NEED TO FIND OUT HOW FAST SOMETHING IS MOVING?

Suppose you=are worried that cars on'your street
go too fast. Maybe you think that a lot of cars
go faster than the speed limit.

To find oui, you will need to measure the speed
of cars on your streeto Then you will know how
fast they are really going.

You might also want to find the speld of other things, such as bicyClep,
animals, or people running.

Inside you will find out how speed is different from other measurements. You
will.also find out how to measure the speed of bicycles and cars.

WHAT'S INSIDE - PAGE

SOME THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE YOU MEASURE SPEED 2'

FOUR STEP'S FOR MEASURING SPEED 2

MEASURING THE SPEED OF BICYCLES ' 3

MEASURING THE, SPEED OF CARS 5

MAKING YOUR OWN SPEED MEASUREMENTS 12

HOW CLOSE CAN YOU MEASURE? 13

0) 1977 by Education Development Center, Inc. All rights reserved
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SOME.THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE YOU MEASURg SPEED

When you measbre time, you
need to know how long some-
thing takes4

When you measure distance, you
need to know how far something

is.

When you measure speed, you
need to know how long some-
thing takes to go a certain

distance and how far that

distance is. ,

0

You need to make two measurements. You need 6) measure distance. And-you need

to meastlre time.

When you have found the distance and the time, thev you can find the speed. You

can find out how fast something is moving.

Here's how.

Now you are ready to learn how to measure speed.
AM,

FOUR STEPS FOR MEASURING SPEED

When you want to measure speed, follow these four steps:

1. MEASURE THE DISTANCE.

2. MEASURE THE TIME.

3. CALCULATE THE SPEED.

4.. CHECK YOUR UNITS OF MEASUREMENT AND CHANGE ANY THAT YOU NEED TO.

G
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MEASURING THE SPEED.,OF ,BICYCLES

Suppose your class wants to take a long bicycle trip. 1 You might want to
know how fast everyone will be riding so you can figure out how lag the
trip will take. You can measure the riding speed for each person. Here's
what you do.

1. Measure'the Distance.

Choose a distance to measure. You can pick
a good place along,a bicycle path or a side-
walk. Make sure you can see pretty far down
the path. Make sure there aren't a lot of
trees or signs or people in the way. Make
sure the distance is not too short. It
'should be 50 meters or longer.

Suppose you decide to measure 50 meters.
Use a long tape measure to make your
measurement. Stretch out the tape measure
along the path or sidewalk. You will need

two people to do this.

Mark a line on the ground next to the 0 mark
on the tape measure. Use tape or chalk to

. make the line. This line is your starting.
point.

Mark a line on the ground next to the 50-meter
mark. This line is, your stopping point.

2. Measure the Time.

Om,

oce

Before you measure the time, you will need to get ready, You will need

a stopwatch. (Make sure you read "How To" Use a Stopwatch.) You will

also heed two people to do the measuring.

C
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-Have one person stand near the starting

point. This person will time with the

stopwatch.

Have another person stand near the stoppingt

point. This person will signal with his,

hand when the rider passes the stopping

point.

Now you are ready to meaaure riding time.

Suppose you are starting with Joanne. Have

her get on the bicycle severalsmeters before

the starting point. You want to know her

usual iiding speed, so she shouldn't ride

too fast. She should ride as if she were

taking a Long trip.

The person timing with,a stbpwatch must watch

carefully. When Joanne crosses the starting

point, he starts the stopwatch.

Joanne keeps riding. She rides several

meters past the stopping point. The-person

near the stopping patnt must watch care-

fully. When Joanne crosses the stopping

point, he signals right away. When the

timer sees the signal, he stops the stop-

watch right away.

Read the stopwatch and write down Joanne's

time.

Now you can time other people. Make sure you ?lo it the same way each

time.

3. Calculate the Speed.

Suppose Joanne's time is 7 1/5 seconds. That is the same as 7.2 seconds.

And you know that she rode 50.0 meters. Here's how to figure her speed.

Distance 50.0 meters
Remember: Speed =

Tim
-

e 7.2 seconds
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Do the division. 7
43 2 ,.

6 80
G LI 8

,
.114-2.

-. .

You can see that your apswer will not me out evenly. Even if you carry
out the-division to many places, it is a rspeating decimal--6.9444...--and
will never come out evenly. 'So what do you do? ..

Keep only two figurep.

Here, both the time and the distance have Only two digits. That means that

you can actually keep only the first two digits in the speed; so you Write
6.9 meters per second. This means that Joanne's speed is about 6.9 meters

per second.
k

(You will'find out mgre about how piny figures to keep for your speed
measurements in the last section.)

' 0

4. Check Your Unit of Measurement and Change It if You Need To.

Yqu measured the speed of a bicycle in meters per second. But suppose

you need to use speed measurements to find out how long it will take your

' class to ride.on a class trip. You found the distance in miles from a

map. You may want to know the time in houre. You can convert your speed
measurements from meters per second to miles per hour.

You will find out much more about this in the story that follows.

MEASURING THE SPEED OF dARS

Jessica's class is working on a pedestrian

safety problem. The children think that a street

near the school is unsafe. They are worried that

cars go too fast down Zoom Street. They think

someone might get hurt. Jessica, David, Eric,
And Helen ate supposed to find out how fast the
cars on Zoom Street are going. They want too,
find out how many cars are going faster than the
speed limit.

David and Helen know what to do. "We have to measure the speed of cars,"

David says. "I learned how to measure the speed of bicycles last year. I,

guess you do pretty much the same thing for cars."

"I worked on bike speeds, too," says Helen. "We asked kids to ride their

hikes. Then we found out how much time it took them to ride a certain dis-
tance. We divided to find the speed."

5
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Eric laughs. "Well, we can't ask the cars to speed for us. We'll have

to measure them without asking.".

"Anyway, let's get going," Jessica.says. "What do we do first? II

"The first thing is easy," says Helen. "We have to find a glace.to

measure speed. Naturally, it has,to 'be along Zoom Street. "Let's go out

there.

The four children go out to look at Zoom Street.

"There are an awful lot of signs and billboards and stuff," says David.

"How are we ever going to.get a good view?"

"We'll have to do the best we can," Eric replies. "We can't pick another

street. I guess right here between gopsicle World and Greazy's is the best

place."

"Okay. Tomorrow we can bring the tape measure and the stopwatch and start

measuring."

They Measure the Distance.

The next day the children go back to Zoom Street. They bring a 50-meter

tape Tasure and a stopwatch.

"Let's see," David says. "When we worked on bicycle speeds we measured a

distance of 50 aeters. I,,guess we can do that now."

"Let's mark the distance on the sidewalk. It's safer than being in the

street. I brtught a pie of purple chalk, so we'll be able to see our lines

well enough," Helen say

Helen and Eric stretch ou he tape measure along the s ewalk. David -

marks the starting point next to thezero end of the tape m'a.sre. He marks

the stopping point at the 50-meter mark.

They Measure the Time.

"Okay. Ready to go. Who wants to time with the stopwatch?"

k



"I will," Jessica answers. "I haven't done anything yet today.. Where ,

do I stand?"

t

Helen explains how she and David timed bicycles. "You stand neat the

starting point and start the stopwatch when a'car passes that point. I'll

stand near the stopping point and signal when the car passes," she says.

"Watch for my signal to stop the stopwatch. Are we ready?"
4

"I'll write down the time," Eric says. "Let's practice with.the first

.
station wagon that comes after we're ready."

Jessica gets ,ready. She

starts the stopwatch-when she
sees the first station wagon
pass the starting point. She

watches for Helen's signal.
She stops the stopwatch as
soon as she sees Helen drop
her hand.

"Wow, was that car going
fast!" David exclaims. "What

does the stopwatch say?"

"Two and four-fifths'

seconds. But I barely had
it going before I had to

stop it. It all happened
so fast I'm not sure it's
right," Jessica complains.

"That's too short a time,"

Eric says. "We need to make

our times longer. We cah
do that by making the dis-
tance longet."

"What?" says Jessica.

"Yes," David says. "I remember now. Fifty meters was all right for

bicycles, but we'll need a longer distance for cars. If we make the distance

100 meters instead of 50 meters, the time would probably be at least five

seconds. It's easier to be accurate when you'w timing,something for five

,seconds. Two or three seconds is just too short."

"I guess we,need to measure all over again," Jessica says.

They Measure the Distance Again.
I.

The children measure thejlistance again. They stretch out their tape

measure the same way as before. Then they notice two sign posts along the

street. These posts are about 100 meters apart. The four children decide

to use these posts as.starting and stopping points when they time the cars.

It will be easy. to see when a car passes each post.

C,ft"'
u
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David and Jessica measure the distance between the posts. . The distance

is longer than tbe tape measure., They have to move it twice to get their

measurement.

They measure the distance three times and then take the median of their

measurements. It is 110.6 meters.

They Measure the Time Again.

Now the children are ready to time cars again. But this time there is a

different problem. Jessica is standing near the starting point with the

stopwatCh. And Helen is standing near the stopping point. But Jessica

cannot see Helen very well. 1 .

"You're too far away," Jessica shouts. "I'll never be able to ee your

hand signal!"

"We'll have to try something different!" David shouts. "Come on back

here."

So the four children talk over this new problem. Eric has an idea.

"Jessica, why don't you stand in the middle? I'll stand at the starting

point. Then you can watch for my signal to start the stopwatch. *And you

can watch for Helen's signal to stop the stopwatch."

"It.should work," Jessica agrees. "I'll only be about 50 meters from each

of yOu. I should be able to see your signals."

They try it out. Jessica can see both Eric and Helen very well when she

stands about half-yay between them.

Jessica is beady to time a car. But now Helen has a problem. "Sometimes

a lot of cars come at once," she says. "How do we know if Eric and I are

watching the.same

This time Jessica has an idea. "You could count cars that go by and just

time every fifth car."

"That's right," says Eric, "we can start with the next station wagon."



Everyone\geis in place. Eric stands at the starting poirt. He watches

for a statioit wagon. When a station wagon passes the post, he drops his

hand. Jessica is watching for his signal. She starts the stopWatch when
she sees his hand drop.

Then Jessica watches Helen. Helen
has 'also been watching for the station

wagon. When it passes, she drops.her
hand. Jessica sees her signal and
stops the stopwatch. Then.she reads
the time on the stopwatch to David.
David writes it down on'a data
chart.

They time 10 cars in this way.
When they are finished, David's data
chart looks like this.

CAR limas - Zoom SimEr MAR. 3

cAR Tim E (stc)

1

2
s
4
s
4I

10

,

et
Yis
IsIs

_/8

Hiit

Cr
7

.
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"These times are O.K.," David says. "They aren't too short. We're ready to
es.

.do our calculations."

They Calculate The Speed.

Next day.the fadr children meet to calculate the speeds. They logk at

their data chart from tht day before.

"All we have to do is divide the distance by the time,".David says.
distance is the same for all the cars. It's 110.6 meters.".

"The

"THe first car took 8 2/5 seconds," Jessica says. "Ugh! We have to divide

that into 110.6 meters!"

"It's easy to change 8 2/5 seconds to 8.4 seconds. We can ,change all our

times before we divide," Helen says.
4 '

The children do the division. $11ey get this far.

. 16_ wcilos /seeo.41
64 01/4.04 MeAT.Irs .

Mg 4

I 10
V4

S 0
S G

Then Jessica says, "Say, how far do we have to carry this out, "anyway? We

.already have two decimal places. Our answer could go on forever."

"I don't know," David admits. "Lee's ask Ms. Bernstein."

"Your answer should have the same number of digits or figures as the

measurement with the fewest digits," the teacher says. "What are the two

measurements?"

"The distance is 110.6 meters-and the time is 8.4 secohds."

"The distance has four digits, but the time has only two," th3 teacher says.

4
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"I guess our answer should have only two digits," says Jessica. "This means

we should write the speed as 13 meters per second." The other children agree.

They divide to find the other nine 6ar speeds. They check their answers

.carefully to make sure they are right.

They Check TheirTnieof Measurement and Change It.

"Well, here are our answers. But they won't do us'much good. We can't

tell how many cars are speeding. Our answers are in meters per second, and

the speed limit is 25 miles per hour!" Eric moans.

"I pink we can convert them to miles per hour, but we'd better ask Ms.

Bernstein. rdon't know how to do it," Helen says.

Ms. Bernstein tells them that they can make a graph to convert miles per

second to miles per hour. She suggests that they read "How To" Make a

Conversion Graph. This booklet helps them make a conversion graph. They

make one like the one below. This graph has meters per second on the bottom

and-miles per hour on the side-. Tne children find the first speed, 13

meters per second, on the bottOm. Then they draw a straight line to the

diagonal line on the graph. Then they draw another line to the side. They

. read the'speed in miles per hour on the side.

SO

tO

METERS /Stcoorn

Cs ri
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Remembering that there are only two digits

says, "We should write the speed in miles per

"That means we can say that the first car

responds Helen. "That's good enough to tell

speed limit!"

in the time measurement, Jes$ica

hour only with two figures."

was going about 29 miles per hour,"
us that car was going over the ,

The four children use the conversion graph to change the rest of their
speeds to miles per hour. .Then they lookat the.numbers.

"The speed limit is 25 miles per hour," Helen says. "Seven out of ten cars

were going faster than that. I think we should recommend that the police do a

better job. Maybe warning signs would help."

"Yes," says David, "but first I think we should measure the speeds of cars
for a week between eight and eight-thirty in the morning. That's when kids

have to cross this street. We should find out whether a lot of cars speed in

the morning."

The other children groan. "Not all over again!"

"It won't take that long," David says. "We know how to do everything now!"

V
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MAKING YOUR-OWN SPEED MEASUREMENTS

So far you have read about how to measure the speed of bicycles. And you have
read a story about measuring the speed of cars. You may need to fin4 the speed
of something else--like a person or an animal. Or you may need to measure a
little differently from the two ways you have read about. This checklist will
help you make your awn speed measurements.

1. MEASURE THE DISTANCE.

Make sure you have a good view of what you are measuring.
Decide how far you want to measure.
Mark a starting point.

Measure the distance from the starting point.
Mark the point where your measurement ends.

2. MEASURE THE TLME.

Use a stopwatch to measure how lovg it takes something to go
between your starting point and your stopping,point.
Is/Your time too short, say 2 or 3 seconds? If so, go back and
measure a longer distance. Then measure the time again. Measure
the,same way each time.

3. CALCULATE THE SPEED.

Divide the distance by the time to find the speed. Remember to keep
only as many figures are in the less acCurate of your measurements.

4. CHECK YOUR UNITS OF MEASUREMENT AND.CHANGE ANY THAT YOU NEED TO.

Do your speed measurements tell you what you want to know? If
not, you may need to convert your measurements Trom one unit to
another. (You might need to convert your measurements from meters
per second to miles per hour.)
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'HOW CLOSE CAN YOU MEASURE?

When you measure speed, you are making two measurements. You are measuring the
distance something goes. And you are measuring the time it takes. You try to

be accurate when you make both measurements. But sometimes things happen that
make your measurements not exact. These things are called errors.

Here are some errors that might happen when you measure speed.

This error might happen when you measure distance.

Your measurement might not_be exact when you measure with your tape
measure. The distance might be a little more or a little less.

These errors might happen when you measure time.

Your stopwatch might not be exact. The time might really be a little

more or a little less'than it measures.
You might start timing a little too soon or a little too'late. Or you

might stop timing a little too soon or a little too late.

You may be using hand signals when,you time something. If so, the person

signalling may drop his or her hand a little bit after a car passes the

starting point. The person timing may start the stopwatch a little bit

after he sees the hand signal. Then you would have two errors. This

would make your time even less accurate. This could happen when you stop

timing, too.

What to do about errors

You can't avoid errors. But here are some things you can do to help makd your

measurements more accurate.

1. Repeat Your MedcUrements When You Can.

MeasureAe distance several times. Then take the median of your measure-

ments. "You can't repeat your time measurements. But you can have two or

more teams timing at the same time.

Suppose you have two teams timing
cars to find out their speeds. You

would have to make sure that every-
thing is the same for both teams,
Each team must use the same type
uf stopwatch. They must time cars
at the same place over the same

distance. And you would have to
make sure the teams time the same

cars. You would have to be careful
to keep the two teams separate so that
they don't get mixed up.

Then you would have two sets of time measurements. You would need to figure

the average time before you find the speed.
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2. Bake Sure Your Times Are Not Too SMall.

You can be more accurate with longer times than with shoiter times. When
your times are 2 or 3 or 4 seconds, errors will matter a lot. Try to make
your times 5 or 6 seconds or even more.

You can do this by making your distance longer.

50 M ETERS 100 METERS

You will have to wake a trial measurement to find out if your times are too

short.

3. Measure A161 the Times the Same Way.

Are you timing cars? You may want-to,start

the stopwatch when the front bumper of the
car passes the starting point. Or maybe when

the front or the rear wheel of the car passes
the starting point. Whichever way you mea-
sure, do it the same way for the rest of the
cars. Stop the stopwatch the same way, too.

. Don't Round Off Your Time Measurements.

Hake your time measurements as accurately as you can. Your time measurement

will probably be less accurate than your distance measurement. Stopwatches

have small marks for fifths or tenths of seconds. Read the time you measure

to the nearest fifth or tenth of a second. This will make your speed mea-.

surement more accurate.

5. Use Only the Number of Digits for Speed that Are in the Measurement
wi# the Fewer Digits.

This will help you when you divide to find speed. Don't try to make your

speed measurementu more accurate than either the time or the distance mea-

surements. Suppose your distance is 94 meters and 21 centimeters. That's

94.21 meters. And suppose the time is 9.4 seconds. The distance measure-'

ment has four digits in it. But the time measurement has only two digits

in it. That means that the speed can have only two digits in it. The

speed is

94.21 meters 10 meters
Speed =

9.4 seconds : second


